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There is no topic more current than labour law. Indeed, this is 
true with companies facing employment-related matters and 
issues on a daily basis, from the formation of the contracts to the 
relevant termination procedures.

During the seminar the speakers Pietro Vitale and Marco 
Mennella will focus on:

 » Essential and ancillary/commercial elements to be taken into 
account in the preparation and negotiation of the labour 
contract;

» Termination of the labour contact and relevant consequences;

» Application and co-ordination of certain Free Zone special 
regulations with the UAE Federal Labour Law;

» Highlights on New Labour Law.

Marco Mennella, 
general manager 

(Abu Dhabi) 

Pietro Vitale,
general manager 

(Abu Dhabi)

Kindly note that this is an ‘invitation only’ event reserved for in-house counsel. There are no costs 
associated with attendance. We look forward to welcoming you for the event.

COVID-19 Guidelines
» Kindly observe minimum physical distancing of two meters, mandatory wearing of (medical) face masks and adhere to the 

latest precautionary measures. 
» All attendees must have completed 2 doses of COVID-19 Vaccine (recommended to have proof of vaccination in hand). 

Gianni&Origoni (GOP) is an international law firm, which provides 
legal advice in all areas of law. In Abu Dhabi since 2010, the UAE 
branch (GOP AD) has become a reference point for local and foreign 
companies, providing assistance to clients, tailored on the specific 
needs represented from time to time, with a business-oriented 
approach. GOP AD has a highly experienced and multiethnic team, 
including Arabic speakers, which provides legal assistance not only in 
labour law, but in several other areas, such as, M&A, corporate law, 
commercial law, privacy law and participation to public and private 
contract award tenders.


